
When we say, “We do it all!” we really do. Our in-house services take your 
project from idea to out-the-door with a focus on bringing your brand to life.

FINISHING
+  4 Heidelberg Polar programmable memory 

cutters, up to 45”
+  Duplo DC 646 Slitter/Cutter/Creaser Folding
+  2 MBO continuous feed folders up  

to 30” with double gate, refold and  
gluing capabilities

+  Bawm Ultrafold XLT
+  DigiFold Pro – automated scoring and 

folding for smaller jobs
+  Horizon Crease and Folder – automated 

scoring and folding for larger digital jobs
+   Kluge Unifold Gluer/Folder Stitching
+  Mueller Stitcher/Trimmer – 6 pocket with 

cover feeder, and counter stacker
+  Duplo booklet maker with  

automated scoring
+  Heidelberg PUR perfect binder
+   UV Coating
+  Tec Lighting 21” auto feed UV machine
+  Shrink wrap, paper banding, drill, collating, 

padding, Wire 0, plastic coil binding, hand 
stitching and handwork

Die Cutting
+   Heidelberg cylinder letterpress – 22” x 30”
+   Heidelberg windmill letterpress – 10” x 15”
+  Large selection of “house dies” 

Packaging
 Iberica High Speed Diecutter 
+  Large size - 28” x 40” sheet size. Perfect for 

folding boxes and longer run die cut folders

Platinum PG-100C Folder/Gluer
+   Folding capabilities include straight line, 

double wall, 4 corner, 6 corner, CD wallets, 
pocket folders, record sleeves, and mailers

+  39.36” maximum image size
+  24pt maximum stock weight 
+  Cover stock, paperboard, corrugated

FULFILLMENT & DISTRIBUTION
B&B’s large warehouse for finished goods is 
dedicated to your fulfillment needs. If you are 
interested in saving time, space, or money, we 
can help you with services such as:

+  Online ordering
+  Pick and pack orders
+  Just in time delivery of goods
+  Hand assembly
+  Creative solutions for your fulfillment needs
+  Promotional products including mugs, shirts 

and anything in between.

PICK UP & DELIVERY
+  Four B&B fleet vehicles
+  Computer integration to UPS, FedEx, and 

national trucking services

IN HOUSE SERVICES


